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Using a simple 'step-by-step' process you'll be able to build a professional auction ad in just a few

minutes from scratch without the hassle. Auction-O-Matic "When I first viewed the completed listing, I was

amazed at the quality that came from such an easy to use program. In less than 5 minutes I was able to

create a listing that would normally take me an hour or more to create. Awesome! I highly recommend

Auction-O-Matic!" Neil Bartlett I tried out your program and it works great. It is a great way to increase

bids. A computer dummy can make professional looking ads with it. Ben Souza "Auction-O-Matic is

something every serious Ebay seller need to have! It'll save you time, energy and effort - and that's just

the beginning of it all. A person doesn't need to know a think about HTML, and that just amazes me. With

the push of a few buttons, anybody out there can have top-notch looking Ebay Auctions. Thanks, Nick, for

a job well done." Frank Garon, Webmaster, I just wanted to congratulate you on your new software. Great

job. You were right , absolutely no programming skills are required. It was easy to download and even

easier to use. AND the ads generated by Auction-O-Matic are top notch. Keep up the good work. Brett

Pieratt Your software is so easy to use, you really did mean 'Step-by-step' I knew exactly what to write

from the off, I didn't even need the help guide" Rosemary Bartlett You're right... why bother learning

HTML when Auction-O-Matic does it all for you.- Thanks for making this available to everyone else...

Nadine Oakes Auction-O-Matic does more than I thought, I'm impressed Nick you're a star! Chris Giles

SUPER BONUS: Order today and receive FREE Upgrade License to sell this brand new auction software

tool... Automatically create Auction Ads that really hit potential bidders between the eyes without ANY

programming! Auction-O-Matic is the only eBay template software that I need... it does everything for me.

it generates everything I need to create great eye-catching, bid pulling auction listings and saves me so

much time.. Thank You..." Rick Norris - (eBay seller) Before I tell you about Auction-O-Matic and how it

can quickly help you to increase your Auction Profits. Let me briefly explain how and why I developed this

neat little program: A few years back when I started selling on eBay I couldn't help but wonder why some

very similar auction items to the things I was listing, would always receive more bids than my own -

Pushing up the winning bid price for the other guy's auction! Why do some identical items end with higher
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winning bids? It took me ages to figure it out. I mean, I always used photo's and detailed descriptions -

just like everyone else after all... I spent weeks eliminating one thing at a time doing little systematic 'tests'

to compare the differences between; The length of an auction, The starting price, Not using a reserve

etc., etc. Then FINALLY late one night I worked it out!... You'll be surprised to learn that it wasn't any the

things I had first been thinking of at all. The Ads just look professional! It's because the ads that pull the

most bids at auction are professionally formatted using "HTML" coding to make the advert even more 'eye

catching' than a standard listing, and followed a winning copy-writing formula. Some were even interactive

- with new windows that popped open upon request! I didn't know how to do any of this clever stuff, do

you? During the evenings of the months that followed, I decided to teach myself everything I could learn

about HTML and Javascript programming. So that I would be able to get ahead of the rest of the crowd,

and post the best adverts possible - full of little auction secrets. My hard work eventually paid off and I put

everything I had learnt into one very simple 'step-by-step' system that automatically generates all the

HTML required to create a great looking, bid pulling interactive auction advert. This system has now been

turned into I proper auction tool I have called Auction-O-Matic! Auction-O-Matic is now available for

instant download! There's no need for you to learn programming like I had to because Auction-O-Matic

does all the hard work for you. In fact, because of this software there's no need for you to know anything

about HTML at all. Auction-O-Matic produces great results but also saves you time preparing your advert

for submission. Because of the simple way everything is laid out, it only takes you a couple of minutes

from start to finish. The end result is a stunning interactive auction advert - even if you're a complete

beginner. Nearly everything is done automatically for you, in fact all you need to do is 'fill-in-the-blanks' as

instructed. Auction-O-Matic * Works With All Online Auction Sites Including eBay * Automatically

generates all the HTML coding by itself! * Automatically changes background colors to your selection *

Automatically displays up to 6 regular photo's which you have uploaded to the Internet. * Automatically

creates interactive pop up windows for 6 more 'super-size' photo's you have uploaded to the Internet. *

Automatically displays your company logo which you have uploaded to the Internet * Automatically aligns

and frames your logo's and photo's to make them stand out. * Automatically changes the paragraph

alignment, font colors, font faces, font cases for every area of your listing. * Automatically "copies" all of

the code generated to your computers clip board so all you need to do is "paste" the code into eBay (or

any other online auction site) * Automatically allows to you to preview your finished advert before



submission in a browser window so you can check everything looks just right. Plus New Feature Just

Added... * Automatically saves your full advert to your hard disk for future use and the touch of a button.

And there's more... If that wasn't enough you'll even find a sample ad built using Auction-O-Matic, so you

can copy a proven copy-writing formula, packed with Power Seller Secrets for writing a compelling and

detailed descriptions for your own items. There Are Over 70 options available to you. You can adjust and

customise your Ad in any way you like... "If you want your auction listing to look professional, you'll want

this auction template software." Rick Norris (eBay Seller) Having Auction-O-Matic on your side will quickly

show you how professional ads increase the final bidding price, but it goes much further - by allowing you

to do all this without ANY programming whatsoever and in half the time it would take you even if you did

know! SUPER BONUS: Order Auction-O-Matic today and you'll also receive a FREE license upgrade.

This license allows you to sell Auction-O-Matic on your own web site to other auction sellers - and keep

every cent you make from sales for yourself! The license upgrade includes everything you'll need in order

to both use and sell Auction-O-Matic * The Full Auction-O-Matic Software Program - with the resale

license upgrade allowing you to create unlimited auction adverts and sell unlimited copies of the program

itself. * A professional website template (just like this one), complete with the professional graphics and

sales letter. (Valued at $97 by itself!) * Complete Instructions for both using and reselling Auction-O-Matic

within minutes of your purchase. AND FINALLY: * Last but not least you will also receive FREE

LIFETIME UPGRADES. You will be able to download all new versions of Auction-O-Matic for FREE! Your

feedback is actively supported, if you have any suggestions for future improvements or additions to future

releases of Auction-O-Matic then please let us know. As far as I am aware, there is nothing else anything

like Auction-O-Matic
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